
This stylish grey design, is a modern take on the metal-free
trainer - tailored to the female foot shape. Featuring an IGS
sole to provide unrivalled grip on all surfaces, and a full
length EVA midlayer for cushioning underfoot, the Turbo
IGS is an excellent choice for those looking for leather free
footwear, Vegan friendly, additional benefits include a full
  

 

 

 

Available in sizes:
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I nsole
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Sole

 

 

Composite 
Midsole

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Upper

TURBO IGS     
V1935   

 

Toecap

UK 2 - 8 (EU 32 - 42)

EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P HI HRO ESD SRC

Durable moisture wicking and highly breathable lining.

Safety Specification

COMFORT MEANS STANDING FIRM

Composite 
Toecap

Description
The dual comfort insole features unique airflow channels to 
maximise air circulation and reduce heat. With twin anti-shock 
foam pods the heel and the ball of the foot, this insole will 
provide daylong comfort where you need it most. 

Protective midsole
Flexible woven composite material, pierce resistant to 1100N.

Constructed from advanced materials, this leather free trainer is 

We design our boots to the highest standard to 
ensure they keep you safe day after day. We’re so 
confident that our boots will stand the test of time, that 
we offer a 200 day gaurantee as standard.  

Warranty

Heat 
Resistant

Anti-Static

Metal Free Vegan 
Friendly

Cutting edge, low profile, lightweight nano-composite non 
sparking and thermal insulating toecap. It has been tested to
the impact of 200 Joules.

Inspired by tyre technology and 
made from highly durable rubber, the 
IGS sole unit features a unique 
hexagonal tread ensuring superior    
traction, ladder grips offering firefighter levels of safety and a 
re-designed heel strike pad delivering exceptional water 
 
The IGS is heat resistant to approximately 300°C. Non-mark-
ing and resistant to diesel, fat, acid and alkali.   

dispersal. Lorem ipsum

Weight

completely Vegan friendly.
512g

length EVA midlayer and ESD compliance.


